Cheaters Welcome To the World!
______________________________
By Benjamin Wagener, November 27, 2015.
This is just a warning about our Education Systems and the fact that they encourage
inequalities and therefore are, as a matter of fact, breaking the proper development of our societies.
I say “our” because it seems to be very common, I know it very well in France but I know that it is
also the case in the USA for example.
Anyone would understand easily that we normally all want the best for our own children
what is nevertheless less obvious at first sight is that by being too much egoistic we are bad for the
development of our society and we are bad for our children by a retroactive effect.
We all know example of children that were incredibelly helped by their parents in order to
succeed. This is very common in France, the French educative system is essentially unfair and it is
the most helped children that very often succeed the best. The consequence for this in France is
elementarily the development of criminality and at a wider level the impossibility for our society to
develop as it should and in agreement with the universal values we are trying to spread. With
respect to this we can see easily that in France all our values are lost progressively since some
decades and it is a Society of cheaters that develops.
A basically egoistic Society that while still making educative heroes through some success is
certainly making the wrong ones simply because those that succeed make their success based upon
inequalities and unfairness. This is especially true in France that has been long pledged by national
grandiosity, France has it's national heroes that are basically children of already educated people
and not only educated but also people that know the system sufficiently in order to cheat easily.
And this is essentially what I mean here by cheating, I mean that those are the children of
people that know the system the best that succeed the best. Personally I don't care about the
grandiose French Nobel Prizes or Fields' Medal that make the grandiosity of a few persons but I
care about the Future of our society, I care about the well being of children and I care about all the
bad that France is doing while trying still to present as the definitive best.
But perhaps the worse about it is that such system makes our leaders essentially
incompetent. And I know very well from the “Classes Préparatoires” that people there don't care at
all about what they are taught, they care about the success that can warrant them their diploma if
they agree with the system. Therefore student in France mainly don't care at all about the
importance of what they could learn at school, they memorize like parrots and that's still the best
dog that is acknowledged the most.
The crucial point about the French society is that it make it mainly decadent. People acquire
privileges and grandiosity by their diploma, the system makes them think that it is the reason of
success and all this is turning around in an educative massacre.
I know this is quite rough and short but this is just to remind the stupidity of this educative
system.

